Controlled Vocabs Decision Tree Meeting 2020-05-27

Connection Info:
4-5pm Eastern
Zoom: https://iu.zoom.us/j/207369760

Notetaker: Julie Hardesty

Attendees: Julie, Dawn, Gretchen, Rebecca

Agenda:

• Controlled Vocabulary (CV) Decision Tree
  • Review intro
  • Review Level 1
  • Review Level 2
  • Working in CV evaluation tips
  • Managing/incorporating Further Reading list

Notes:

• CV Decision Tree doc
  • Review intro - good!
  • Level 1 - comments in place
  • Level 2 - comments in place
  • Level 3 - Lynette adding QA documentation links; Julie writing to expand/explain
  • Crossed out things at top - being removed
  • Links to CVs - Dawn reviewing doc vs spreadsheet and probably including everything in spreadsheet to clean up doc; possibly bring these sources back in as appendix on doc later